
Power to communicate™

WPWNC Series
Heavy Duty Noise Cancelling 

Remote Speaker Microphone

Water & Dustproof



Built for government and business professionals

The high quality, durability and reliability of the WPWNC heavy duty noise cancelling  microphone has been designed 

to meet the highest standards required by government agencies and law  enforcement officers working in critical 

scenarios. We use the strongest of shock resistant polymer blend housings, tough resilient curly cables and preci-

sion tooled connectors for premium performance. The professional and commercial user can feel assured that you 

are getting the same industrial class dependability and performance, no matter the size or type of your operation. 

Earpiece operation for privacy

Naturally, the WPWNC speaker microphone features a 3.5mm audio headphone jack to provide for quiet secured 

communications when privacy demands.  A range of earpieces are available to suit your operating environment or 

personal preference.

IP67* water/dustproof rated

The WPWNC microphone head has been designed to meet IP67 waterproof and dustproof standards which means 

they can be used in almost any work environment with the secure knowledge that they will maintain their inherent 

mechanical integrity day in day out. Additionally, models like the i4W provide IP67 connector compliance when con-

nected with Icom waterproof radios. *Note: the WPWNC IP67 rating is only applicable when the 3.5mm earpiece 

jack is not in use and it is sealed with its (undamaged) rubber sealing boot.

Noise cancelling for clarity

To ensure good quality audio in the noisiest of workplace situations, the WPWNC speaker microphone incorporates 
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ORDERING DETAILS
Model No:        Suits radio model:

WPWNC-K

WPWNC-140

WPWNC-J

WPWNC-MT

WPWNC-MT2

WPWNC-328

WPWNC-500

WPWNC-i4W

WPWNC-i2

WPWNC-810

WPWNC-426

WPWNC-K 

Heavy duty

IP67* waterproof 

Noise cancelling

Loud & clear audio

Rugged shock resistant

Industrial grade operation

Removable 360º rotary clip

Tough 5mm curly cable

3.5mm earpiece socket

 High tactile PTT button

Kenwood TK3202/3160/70/NX320

Kenwood TK3140/80/NX300

Motorola/MTS/XTS/HT1000

Motorola trbo DP3400/3600

Motorola trbo DP2400/2600

Motorola GP328/ATS2500

Motorola GP328 PLUS/EX500

Icom IC41W/F3033/4033/F1000/2000

Icom ICF50/60/70

Tait TP8100/9100

Vertex VX426/351/231

Wireless Pacific GTD

a directional noise cancelling design. Personnel using the microphone should always 

talk with their lips close to the microphone audio entry point to ensure background 

noise is minimised and their voice is heard loud and clear.

Optional Earpieces


